Happenings at
‘Pajam’
Run Nr.:
Date:
Hare:
Co-Hares:
Runners:
Distance:
Checks:
FROPs:
Time:
Guests:
Returnees:

3701
10th November 2014
Dexter Tan
Sang Kai Mai and Saw Bee
80
~ 11km.
6
A Few
7.25pm.
Bob Whoremoan Harvie, Rocky Princess Bilotta and
Bandaraya
Dave Newman

The weather in Malaysia can turn from bright sunshine to a heavy
overcast sky and then blistering rain in just 5 minutes. And so it did just
before the run started.
On Sec had a hard time before that looking for start paper before the run.
It was windy and paper had been blown away. Only when our eagle-eyed
Sergeant Eddie spotted it far away did On Sec know the trail.
When the rain started, everyone crowded under the canopy Lim Kim Hai
had put up. But at 6pm, the On On call got them into the rain.
The trail led to the side of the highway and then left along the rubber and
then into the rubber and then into an open area where the first check
was.
The check was broken to the left and the trail went along some shacks
and then in the open to the jungle.
There a check allowed the back runners to catch up and the check was
broken to the right.
Rob continues from here:
3rd check after river crossing and a bit of a circular. Caused confusion
because Jake and Ah Goh didn't want to cross the water. When we
crossed the water calf deep. The 6 o'clock crowd had the water knee deep
after the rains came.
Then circulating right as railway line formed a boundary. Paper went east
into a false trail, and the real trail was in the same direction one contour
above.
4th check looped back from railway line and formed a circular. Paper was
back almost in the same direction and into the open. Paper went near to
the incoming trail and so was a bit confusing.
5th check was in an open area, 2 false trails found. From the check going
forward you would hit a false trail, if you continue on you hit another false

trail. Paper was off a trail to the right. We then headed for home in the
direction of the highway but then paper turned right away from the
highway and looped back on itself.
6th check was a circular after looping back and very close to the paper we
came in on. An inviting track under the power lines (275kV 4 circuit) and
heading for home, eventually finding a track next to the highway.
Except for Mike Moi, all were back in quick time. It was dark early and still
drizzling. Circle was called early too.
The butler was latest member, Dave, who could not make the run but
came just to do his duty as butler. He also got a drink for laundering the
butler’s uniform, something not done for a long while.
The hare and his co-hares were on the box and given a drink for a well
set run.
On Cash made his plea for the remaining 10 unpaid members to pay up
but none of them were around.
Fong Wan was called and given his 5 year patch.
Guests were perpetual guest Bandaraya, Bob Whoremoan Harvie and
Rocky Princess Bilotta. Rocky was given an extra drink for mentioning his
unmentionable name.
Our perpetual returnee, David Newman, was on the box with a warning
that he had used up his quota for the year.
The bomoh was Frank Powder Balls. Well prepared with a list in hand,
continually going to the beer truck to read in the light.
He got the hare for no paper at the start and eagle-eyed Eddie for
spotting it far off.
The guest Rocky from the USA was charged for being in the wrong place.
With a hash name like his he should be in Bangkok.
Next week’s run is going to be a bit tough. So tough that his co-hare Bas
got sick after the recce. He was away so in his place, as a look-alike fat
lazy Dutchman, Hardy was found to be most appropriate.
Fico was up for stealing petrol from Bas’s car.
Barry was now and then complaining about the On-Sec and the Bomoh.
But what about Canada? They have a rule that all films must have at least
35% Canadians in it, except for adult films. Because they cannot find
enough Canadians with a long enough dick.
The hare was up again for setting a run in a dangerous place with
lightning and beside a highway. Because when the guest Bob was
changing there was the sound of screeching tyres on the highway.
Lastly, Kana was up as an Indian with no skills.

Russell then called a team of drainage engineers led by Ah Meng and a
gang. The corner where the beer truck was to be was flooded and these
guys cleared the drain hole and the earth behind during the rain.
The much awaited On On was on site by our resident caterer, Lim Kim Hai
and his unmentionable. This time it was fried fish, duck in black sauce,
omelette and a soup. Did I miss anything?
Thank you Dexter and his co-hares for the good run and free dinner on
site.
PIX OF THE RUN

